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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we analyze the proceedings of the past In-
ternational Symposia on Music Information Retrieval (IS-
MIR). We extract meaningful term sets from the accepted
submissions and apply term weighting and Web-based fil-
tering techniques to distill information about the topics cov-
ered by the papers. This enables us to visualize and inter-
pret the change of hot ISMIR topics in the course of time.
Furthermore, the performed analysis allows for assessing
the cumulative ISMIR proceedings by semantic content
(rather than by literal text search). To illustrate this, we
introduce two prototype applications that are publicly ac-
cessible online 1 . The first allows the user to search for
ISMIR publications by selecting subsets of ISMIR topics.
The second provides interactive visual access to the joint
content of ISMIR publications in the form of a tag cloud –
the ISMIR Cloud.

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Music information retrieval and extraction has been a fast
growing field of research during the past decade. Cer-
tainly the most important forum for this multidisciplinary
field is the International Symposium on Music Informa-
tion Retrieval (ISMIR) [11]. In 2009, ISMIR celebrates
its 10th anniversary. Thus, we think it is time to look back
and investigate which general topics and research problems
were most important in MIR during the past decade. To
this end, we analyzed the digital ISMIR proceedings [11]
available online. Not only have we captured the princi-
pal topics reflected by previous, accepted ISMIR papers
by means of text-based content extraction and analysis, but
we have also investigated how these topics changed over
time. Since MIR is a highly dynamic field of research, we

1 http://www.cp.jku.at/projects/ISMIR-cloud/
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gained interesting insights, which will be detailed in the
following. We further visualized the corpus of ISMIR doc-
uments via clusters of topics described by sets of terms.
To this end, we employed two approaches based on Non-
Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) and Principal Com-
ponents Analysis (PCA). Two prototype applications are
provided as a proof-of-concept. The first is a Web appli-
cation for browsing the cumulative online ISMIR proceed-
ings theme-wise. The second is an offline OpenGL appli-
cation that visualizes the ISMIR Cloud in three dimensions,
and allows for real-time interaction such as spatial naviga-
tion and text-based search for tags.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2. gives an overview of related work on text informa-
tion extraction and retrieval, topic-based clustering, and vi-
sualization. Section 3. describes the features we extracted
from the ISMIR corpus. In Section 4., we present our ap-
proaches to visualize and browse the papers. Finally, Sec-
tion 5. draws conclusions and points out directions for fu-
ture work.

2. RELATED WORK

Related work mainly falls into the two fields of text mining,
more precisely, text-based information extraction/retrieval
and clustering and visualizing high-dimensional data. In
line with the dedication of this paper to the MIR commu-
nity, we will focus on work carried out in the context of
music information research.

In the context of MIR, extracting terms from texts, more
precisely, from Web documents, in order to tag a music
artist has first been addressed in [28], where Whitman and
Lawrence extract different term sets (e.g., noun phrases
and adjectives) from artist-related Web pages. Based on
term occurrences, individual term profiles are created for
each artist. The authors then use the overlap between the
term profiles of two artists as an estimate for their similar-
ity. A quite similar approach is presented in [13]. Knees et
al. however do not use specific term sets, but create a term
list directly from the retrieved Web pages. Subsequently,
a term selection technique is applied to filter out less im-
portant terms. Hereafter, the TF·IDF measure, e.g., [31],
is used to weight the remaining words and subsequently
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create a weighted term profile for each artist. Knees et
al. propose their approach for artist-to-genre classification
and similarity measurement.
A text-based music retrieval system that builds upon meth-
ods for term extraction from Web pages, term weighting,
audio feature extraction, and similarity measurement is pre-
sented in [15]. In this paper, the authors relate audio fea-
tures extracted from a given music collection with terms
extracted from Web pages that contain part of the meta-
data present in the music collection. These terms are then
weighted using an adapted version of the TF·IDF measure
and joined with the audio features to build a feature vector
for each track, which serves as a track descriptor. This
approach allows for searching music collections via de-
scriptive natural language terms, e.g., by issuing queries
like “guitar riff” or “metal band with front woman”. Other
work related to MIR that makes use of text mining tech-
niques includes [10], where a POS tagger is used to search
last.fm [17] tags for adjectives that describe the mood of
a song. In [3] the machine learning algorithm AdaBoost
is used to learn relations between acoustic features and
last.fm tags.
As for general work on text-based information extraction
and retrieval, different methods for term selection and term
weighting have been analyzed with respect to their perfor-
mance in text categorization, cf. [2, 16, 30], in text-based
retrieval, cf. [24], and in clustering, cf. [6]. A comprehen-
sive evaluation of term weighting techniques and similarity
measures for information retrieval purposes is presented in
[31]. In their extensive evaluation of various formulations
of TF, IDF, and similarity measures, Zobel and Moffat con-
clude that no single combination outperforms the others
consistently. In fact, the performance of any combination
was found to be highly dependent on the domain and query
set it had been applied to. Text-based IE from the Web usu-
ally relies on identifying or learning specific patterns that
contain the information to be extracted. Already in [7],
the use of static rules to determine hyponyms in text cor-
pora was proposed. [4] presents a system that complements
generic text patterns with domain-specific rules found by
pattern extraction via search engines and subsequent se-
lection of high-quality extraction rules. [1] proposes an ap-
proach that solely relies on Google’s page counts for spe-
cific patterns to determine instances of a given concept.

As for clustering and visualizing high-dimensional fea-
ture data in the context of MIR, in [21] Non-Negative Ma-
trix Factorization (NMF) [18] was employed to determine
clusters of concepts based on tags describing music artists,
which were extracted from last.fm. Using NMF on features
gained from a term weighting approach in order to cluster
documents was already proposed in [29].
Another data projection and visualization technique is Prin-
cipal Components Analysis (PCA) [8, 12]. PCA consists
in a a linear projection of high-dimensional data onto a
small set of orthogonal dimensions with minimal loss in
variance. The relative distances between data points in the
high-dimensional space are preserved as good as possible
in the low-dimensional projection. Reducing the dimen-

sionality of the feature space to two or three thus allows
for the visualization of possible low-dimensional structure
in the original high-dimensional data space.

A precedent of interactive visualization of scientific in-
formation flows (such as citation patterns across disciplines
and journals, and temporal evolution of citation indices) is
provided by [22,27]. A notable difference of this approach
is that the information being visualized is obtained from
bibliometric data (journal citation reports) rather than data
obtained through automatic content extraction from publi-
cations.

3. DATA ACQUISITION AND FEATURE
EXTRACTION

Text-based information extraction and retrieval commonly
relies on the bag of words model, which can be traced
back at least to [19]. According to this model, a document
is represented as an unordered set of its words, ignoring
structure and grammar rules. Words can be generalized to
terms, where a term may be a single word or a sequence
of n words (n-grams), or correspond to some grammatical
structure, e.g., a noun phrase. Using such a bag of words
representation, each term t describing a particular docu-
ment d is commonly assigned a weight wt,d that estimates
the importance of t in d. Each document can then be de-
scribed by a feature vector that aggregates the single term
weights. When considering a whole corpus of documents,
each document can be thought of as a representation of its
feature vector in a feature space or vector space whose di-
mensions correspond to the particular term weights. This
so-called vector space model is a fundamental model in in-
formation retrieval and was originally described in [25].
For the term weighting function wt,d, in modern informa-
tion retrieval, typically some variant of TF·IDF scores is
used. The TF term gives more weight to terms that appear
many times in a document, whereas the IDF term ensures
that less weight is given to terms that appear in many docu-
ments. More details on term weighting via TF·IDF can be
found in [32]. The TF·IDF function assigns a weight wt,d

to a particular term t and document d. Calculating wt,d

for all terms remaining after having performed term selec-
tion on the terms extracted from the corpus thus yields a
representation of d as a term weight vector in the feature
space.

Following these basic principles of text-based informa-
tion retrieval, we performed feature extraction as follows.
First, we retrieved the PDF files of the accepted ISMIR
submissions from the online repository [11]. This yielded
effectively 719 documents. Subsequently, we converted
the PDF files to standard text files. To this end, the GNU/-
Linux tools pdftotext from xpdf-utils and iconv from libc6
were used. Minor problems encountered in the transcrip-
tion process, such as occasional truncation of words, were
addressed by prefix/suffix filtering as detailed later. Next,
we employed the part-of-speech (POS) tagger Geniatag-
ger [26] to extract all noun phrases from the corpus since
we believe that these are most important to describe the
content of ISMIR papers. As the output of the POS tagger
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contained a lot of noise, we subsequently applied some ad-
hoc filters: We discarded all terms containing non-alphabetic
characters and retained only trigrams, bigrams, and uni-
grams. This yielded approximately 70,000 terms.
Since we aimed at emphasizing terms important to MIR,
we performed term selection via Web-based filtering of
terms that tend to be important in a general context. Such
terms thus tend to be rather unimportant in the context
of MIR and also not very discriminative for the corpus
of ISMIR papers. For this purpose, we queried the Web
search engine exalead [5] for the extracted n-grams as ex-
act phrase and retrieved the returned page-count-values.
We then discarded all terms whose TF in the ISMIR cor-
pus was lower than their page-count-value. To alleviate the
problem of truncated words after PDF-to-text-conversion,
we removed any n-gram v that was a prefix/suffix of an-
other n-gram w (of equal n) and whose minimal TF among
the single words occurring in v was lower than the minimal
TF among the single words occurring in w, assuming that
truncated words typically have a low TF.
This approach finally yielded a term list of approximately
12,500 terms. We extracted, for each of these terms, its
absolute TF count per ISMIR document and its global DF
count in the corpus. Weighting each TF value with the
(logarithmic) IDF obtained from the ISMIR corpus accord-
ing to Formula 1 provided a TF·IDF vector representation
of each ISMIR document. In Equation 1, n is the total
number of documents in the corpus, tft,d is the number of
occurrences of term t in d, and dft is the number of docu-
ments in the whole corpus in which t occurs at least once.
Concatenating the TF·IDF representation of all documents
yields a term-document matrix.

wt,d =
{

tft,d · log n
dft

if tft,d > 0
0 otherwise

(1)

4. VISUALIZING ISMIR

Determining and illustrating the most important concepts
tackled by ISMIR papers over time, we used Non-Negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) and Principal Components Anal-
ysis (PCA) as elaborated in the following.

4.1 Finding Concepts by Non-Negative Matrix Factor-
ization

Topic detection on the TF·IDF vectors, calculated as de-
scribed in the previous section, was performed as proposed,
for example, in [9, 18, 21, 29]. For NMF calculation, the
cost function is the square of the Euclidean distance, and
update takes place by the standard multiplicative update
rules. Initialization is done randomly. NMF aims to find
an approximate decomposition (into matrices W and H)
with non-negativity constraints, cf. Equation 2, where V is
the n ×m matrix of the 12,500-dimensional TF·IDF vec-
tors and m = 719 documents.

V ≈ WH (2)

Matrix W is interpreted as containing the amount each of
the n terms is associated with each of r concepts, and H
as containing the amount each document is associated with
each of the r concepts.

4.2 Changes of ISMIR Topics over Time

The association between concepts and documents that re-
sults from NMF over the term-document matrix, allows us
to make an association between concepts and years (by
summing the activation of concepts in the documents of
each year). Figure 1 shows the evolution of r = 22 con-
cepts over time, with the overall height representing the
number of relevant publications in the year. The legend
shows the three top-weighted terms for each concept. The
concepts have been ordered vertically according to their
growth/decline over time, the most growing concepts be-
ing on top. To this end, we performed linear regression
over the development of concept weights during the con-
sidered time span.

Several interesting observations can be made. Firstly,
note that the concepts seem to be of different categories.
Whereas some concepts clearly represent topics (e.g., genre
classification, onset detection, rhythm description, or fin-
gerprinting), others seem to represent methods that can be
used to solve different types of problems (such as matrix
factorization or dynamic time-warping).

Secondly, even if the presence of most concepts is rather
stable over the years, there are some notable changes over
time. Some of the changes that the analysis reveals are not
very surprising, such as the fact that semantic audio an-
notation performed via collaborative tagging (such as em-
ployed by last.fm) or Web mining, was virtually absent as
a research topic in the first ISMIR conferences. By 2008,
it has gained the largest share. Other changes are less obvi-
ous. For example, the share of query-by-humming/singing
in ISMIR 2002 papers was considerably higher than it was
in later years. Furthermore, genre classification seems to
have boomed briefly at ISMIR 2005. This might be related
to the MIREX 2005 genre classification contest.

4.3 A Web-Interface to Concept-based search of IS-
MIR publications

The concepts found by NMF can also be used to create an
interface for searching ISMIR papers associated with par-
ticular concepts. The simplest form of such an interface
is a selection screen that lets the user select one or more
of the r concepts of interest. The user selection is trans-
formed into a vector of length r, with all entries set to zero
except these that correspond to selected concepts, which
are set to one. This vector is used as a query vector, and
compared to each of the documents’ concept vectors by
cosine similarity [23]. The outcome is then presented to
the user as a list of suggested documents ranked accord-
ing to their similarity to the query vector. More elaborate
approaches would include search refinement (e.g., by rel-
evance feedback), or query term expansion based on the
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Figure 1. Evolution of the main ISMIR topics over the years.

concept vectors. We have implemented a small prototype
application for document retrieval as a web service.

4.4 ISMIRviewer: Navigating the ISMIR Cloud

To visualize the semantic content of of the joint ISMIR
publications, we pursue the idea of the tag cloud. In this
subsection, we describe how we construct the tag cloud
containing the terms extracted from the documents, and
present the ISMIRviewer, an application for interactively
navigating this tag cloud.

The term-document matrix that contains the IDF-weighted
term frequency of each term in each of the 719 documents
can be seen as specifying each term as a point in a 719-
dimensional Euclidean space. In general, the more fre-
quently two terms occur in the same subset of documents,
the closer they will be in this space. This high-dimensional
space, however, cannot be used directly for visualizing the
relationships among terms. Moreover, if multiple docu-
ments contain the same terms with similar frequencies, there
will be redundancies in the corresponding dimensions. In
this case, the dimensionality of the feature space can be
reduced without losing information about the distance be-
tween the terms and their relative location. PCA is a tech-
nique for such a dimensionality reduction, in which the
data is projected on a set of orthogonal dimensions that
have been rotated to maximize the variance along each di-
mension. The dimensions are ordered according to the data
variance they hold. In this way, a subset of dimensions
of any size can be chosen with maximal data variance.
The principal components are obtained by computing the
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the data, cf. [12].

Since we aim at providing a spatial visualization, the
number of dimensions is obviously limited to three. How-
ever, we found that projecting the data from 719 to three
dimensions directly was not useful in this case as the first
three principal components accounted only for 12% of the
variance in the data (90% being reached when using 347
dimensions). When visualized, the terms are very con-
densed in space, where the variance is highly dominated
by a few common terms like “music” and “audio”. Using
the logarithms of term frequencies alleviated this problem
slightly, but not satisfyingly.

Instead, we have opted for a two-stage approach to data
reduction. The first stage applies NMF, as described in
subsection 4.1. It yields a small set of basis vectors, which
are formally activation patterns over documents, and tend
to represent musically meaningful concepts. Each term t
has an activation value for each concept c, denoting how
relevant t is to c. Experimentation with NMF using dif-
ferent numbers of concepts shows that an NMF reduction
to twenty concepts include most recognizable subfields of
MIR without introducing many unrecognizable concepts 2 .
Given these twenty concepts, terms are filtered to include
only the 100 most activated terms for each of the concepts.

As a second stage, we perform dimensionality reduction
to three dimensions through PCA on the subset of terms
and the activations over the twenty concepts that were ob-
tained in the first stage. The resulting space is less densely
populated and the terms it contains tend to be more MIR-
relevant.

For interactive inspection of the constructed tag cloud,

2 As judged informally by the authors
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the ISMIRviewer showing the
onset-detection neighborhood of the ISMIR Cloud.

we have developed the ISMIRviewer, that allows the user
to freely rotate the space and zoom in on regions using the
mouse. Furthermore, subsets of the cloud can be selected
by text search. As the user types, the matching tags light
up. For each matching tag, neighboring tags are displayed,
while remote and non-matching tags are dimmed. For the
given selection of tags, five publications are shown in the
corner of the screen that have been determined to be the
most relevant for that term. Instead of determining doc-
ument relevance through TF·IDF, the term is mapped to
the documents via the concepts found by NMF. This effec-
tively realizes a document search by query expansion.

In this way, the user can search for MIR-related top-
ics, methods, or author names, and obtain relevant pub-
lications. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the application.
The displayed terms are the result of searching for the term
onset-detection. The neighborhood of the search term (small
black font) contains related concepts, e.g., period, bpm,
techniques used (e.g. autocorrelation), and authors who
have published on onset detection, such as Klapuri and
Dixon.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyzed the proceedings of the past IS-
MIR conferences, extracted terms from the documents, and
employed text and Web mining techniques to distill a set
of n-grams we believe to be important to describe the field
of music information retrieval. Using a TF·IDF weighting
function, we described each document by means of its term
weights. We then applied clustering techniques to reveal
the most important concepts covered by the ISMIR papers.
Furthermore, a year-wise analysis of the publications re-
vealed interesting changes of topics addressed in ISMIR
over the years. For example, in ISMIR 2002, query-by-
humming was a major topic, that has received considerably
less attention in later years. Furthermore, genre classifica-
tion had a particularly large share in ISMIR 2005.

Moreover, we presented two prototype applications that
provide access to the semantic content of the past ISMIR

publications. The first one is a Web-based retrieval system
to search the corpus of ISMIR proceedings via the con-
cepts found by NMF. The second one, which we call IS-
MIRViewer, provides an interactive tag cloud visualization
to reveal the relationships between MIR related terms. It
employs a focus and context technique to show subsets of
the tag cloud in response to user-entered text queries, and
provides the ISMIR publications that are most relevant to
the text queries.

The applications are presented as a proof-of-concept,
their user-interfaces leave room for improvement. Fur-
ther work to be done includes investigating other cluster-
ing techniques, e.g., Aligned Self-Organizing Maps [20] or
Music Description Maps [14].
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